Abstract-Traditional supervised learning assumes that instances are described by observable attributes. The goal is to learn to predict the labels for unseen instances. In many real world applications the values of some attributes are not only observable, but can be proactively chosen by a decision maker. Furthermore, in some of such applications the decision maker is interested not only to generate accurate predictions, but to maximize the probability of the desired outcome. For example, a direct marketing manager can choose the color of an envelope (actionable attribute), in which the offer is sent to a client, hoping that the right choice will result in a positive response with a higher probability. We study how to learn to choose the value of an actionable attribute in order to maximize the probability of a desired outcome in supervised learning settings. We emphasize that not all instances are equally sensitive to change in actions. Accurate choice of an action is essential for those instances, which are on a borderline (e.g. do not have a strong opinion). We formulate three supervised learning approaches to select the value of an actionable attribute at an instance level. We focus the learning process to the borderline cases. The potential of the underlying ideas is demonstrated with synthetic examples and a case study with a real dataset.
I. INTRODUCTION
In supervised learning it is typically assumed that the values of attributes in the attribute space are given and the task is to predict the values of the target attribute (e.g. class labels). However, in a number of predictive analytics applications the attribute space consists not only of observable but also of actionable attributes. Consider a direct marketing task: given an individual to be provided with an information about cable TV subscription, the task is to predict how likely it is that (s)he will subscribe it. Given a historical dataset with known ground truth (which individuals responded positively, which did not), the task is to support business decisions, to which customers what offer to send, and to whom not to send any offer at all.
In the considered case, the attribute space may include the attributes, the values of which can be influenced by a decision maker (actionable attributes). For a simple example, a marketer may choose whether to send an offer in a blue or yellow envelope when thinking how to maximize the probability of the desired outcome (in this case subscription).
The subject of this study is learning to select the value of the actionable attribute for a given instance, to maximize the probability of a desired outcome. That is, in the direct marketing example, given an individual, we learn to choose, what envelope to use (actionable attribute), in order to maximize the probability of a positive response (target attribute).
This formulation is motivated by an observation, that customers are sensitive to the actionable attributes in different ways. Some customers will certainly not accept the offer, and others will certainly accept it no matter whether yellow or blue envelope is used. Yet, there will be some group of customers, for whom the final decision may be affected by the color of an envelope. An important assumption implicitly made here is that there is no globally better action. We assume that for some customers yellow, and for some customers blue collor is more attractive, while others do not care, see Figure 1 . Accurate choice of an action is essential for those instances, which are on the borderline, including, but not limited (as we show in the figure) to a decision boundary between positive and negative instances.
The task of learning a decision rule is to decide, what value of an actionable attribute should be selected for a customer in consideration. It is not trivial, since in the historical data the information whether the customer accepted the offer because of being affected by the correct action (envelope color) or for some other reason typically is not available. Thus, the training sample for this learning task is hidden and needs to be constructed from the data. In this work we study how to focus learning process to the borderline cases.
The two main contributions of this study are: (1) formulation and experimental exploration of supervised learning with actionable attributes specialized in borderline cases; (2) introducing three heuristic approaches for learning action rules with focused training process.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we define and discuss the problem and assumptions taken in this study. In Section III we introduce three supervised learning approaches to select the value of an actionable attribute at an instance level. Section IV overviews related work. Section V presents our experimental case study. In Section VI we discuss complementary and further research scenarios and challenges. Section VII concludes.
II. PROBLEM SET UP
Consider the following set up: given a set of instances with labels (Z, y) there is a mapping L : Z → y that maps any instance Z in p-dimensional space to its true label y in one-dimensional space. Consider also, that some value of the label is desired to be achieved, denote it y * . In predictive analytics there are situations when some attributes are under control of a decision maker. Let Z = {XA} = {x (1) x (2) . . . x (m) a (1) . . . a (k) }, is an instance in p-dimensional input space, where there are m observable attributes and k actionable attributes, m + k = p.
Actionable attribute a (j) is an attribute under control, the value of which can be changed by actions of a decision maker prior to predicting the label. The values of an observable attribute x (i) cannot be changed. For example, a type of treatment for a particular patient can be decided by a doctor, while the age of the patient is only observable. Examples of actionable attributes in predictive analytics:
• credit amount in credit scoring;
• complementary products, discounts or a form of an offer in direct marketing; • the type of a recommendation approach or actual shown items in recommender systems; • promotion activities in sales quantity prediction;
• bidding amount in the sponsored search advertisement. In this study we assume that there is only one actionable attribute a. The task is to learn a decision rule H : X → a, where a is an actionable attribute and X is an instance in the input space without the actionable attribute.
The task is not trivial, as the true outcomes for alternative actions with the same instance are not known. Conceptually, we would need to observe the results of different actions to identical instances. Therefore, there is no ground truth, what happens, if the same individual is offered an alternative proposal. The effects of actions to the outcome need to be learned from the data.
At best, to collect such kind of training data one can employ A\B testing procedure. 1 In marketing A\B testing is realized by stratified sampling. That is, alternative samples are distributed to customer strata (for example, stratified w.r.t. age). If one value of the actionable attribute is globally better for achieving the desired outcome y * , that will be reflected in the proportions of the collected response labels.
This approach would not reveal the subgroups, which react to actions in different ways. It might be the case that for The marketer got six positive responses (P (+) = 0.3), three from blue and three from yellow. thus, there was no globally better envelope, P (+|Y ) = P (+|B) = 0.3. However, there were subgroups, which responded to the colors differently. Female responded better to blue envelopes, while male respond better to yellow envelopes. The following response probabilities were observed:
Thus, the marketer instead of random can send only blue envelopes to female and only yellow envelopes to male customers. In this case, the expected the number of positive responses would increase from six to ten. A summary of the strategies and responses is provided in Table I , assuming a new sample of 20 individuals with equal proportions of males and females.
Knowing the sensitivity of different subgroups the marketer can optimize the strategy further. The probability is maximized if an offer is sent only to females in blue envelopes, then P (+) = 0.6. Sending to several (not all) individuals might be preferred if sending has high costs.
Can the marketer do even better than that? Likely, if we can rank the instances based on their sensitivity. An example will be presented in the next section.
III. THREE APPROACHES TO CHOOSE THE ACTION
We formulate and analyze three heuristic approaches to decide upon the value of an actionable attribute in a supervised learning manner. The first approach uses a classification rule to choose the action (try-and-see). The second approach reverses the task, including the outcome into the input space. The third one constructs a training set, treating the outcome as a context. Employing these approaches we will experimentally explore a focused learning technique for learning to choose the actions.
input: labeled training data (X, a, y). output: action rule Hwrapper : X → a . 1) Learn a mapping L : (Xa) → y using (X, a, y). 
A. Try-and-see wrapper approach
Wrapper approach does not learn the action rule H explicitly. Rather it learns the mapping between the instance and the outcome, where instance includes the actionable attribute L : (Xa) → y. The historical experimental data is used for learning as is, no modifications are introduced.
Given an unseen instance different values of an actionable attribute are tried and the respective model outputs are observed. The action, which leads to the output closest to the desired y * is selected. The approach is summarized in Figure 2 .
The approach has several limitations. 1) There is no explicit action rule. Practically the alphabet of possible actions should be limited. 2) Maximum and minimum values of a need to be controlled in case a is numerical.
3) The type of a predictor L assumes the relationship between a and y. For instance, linear models will learn either positive or negative relation between a and y. Thus, in the marketing example, yellow envelope will be assumed always better or always worse. We illustrate the approach using the previous toy example with different base classifiers. The results are presented in Table II . It can be seen that linear classifiers do not make a distinction between the envelopes at all, since the decision boundary is non linear, as it is a XOR type classification problem. The desired outcome is P (+|F, Y ) < P (+|F, B) and P (+|M, Y ) > P (+|M, B), the classifiers that satisfy it are marked in bold. Non linear crisp output classifiers (SVM, kNN) correctly identify the color for female, but not male, since negative response is dominated among males. The regression tree correctly identifies the posterior probabilities, quadratic discriminant and neural network give approximate probabilities, but correct in terms of the desired outcome. Table II  WRAPPER APPROACH RESULTS WITH THE TOY EXAMPLE. classifier 
B. Twist approach
This approach adds the outcome to the attribute space and treats the actionable attribute as a label. The task now is to learn a mapping H twist : (X, y) → a.
For an unseen instance we do not know, what the outcome will be, but we need to augment the input space. Thus we add the desired value of the outcome y u = y * instead. The approach is summarized in Figure 3 .
The approach has a potential limitation due to the possibility to create non-existing or very unlikely instances. When augmenting the input space it assumes that for every instance X u the desired outcome y u = y * is possible, which might not be true. It is not a problem as long as the remaining outcomes (¬y * ) are equally bad (or we are dealing with binary classification).
We illustrate the approach using the previous toy example with different base classifiers. Now we train the classifiers to output the color of the envelope, given a gender and a response using the original historical data. When testing, we always input the value of a desired response, which is '+'. The results are presented in Table III . Here the desired outcome is P (Y |F, +) < P(B|F, +) and P (Y |M, +) > P (B|M, +), the methods that satisfy it are marked in bold. Again, linear classifiers are not able to capture the subgroups.
C. Contextual approach
In this approach we treat the outcome as a context. The customers, who responded positively ('+'), form one context. The ones, who did not respond ('-'), form another context.
We want to push a given instance into the desired context by manipulating the value of the actionable attribute. For that we construct a training set to learn the action rule H context , defining the labels in a specific way. For a binary actionable attribute we make the following assumptions: Table III  TWISTING APPROACH RESULTS WITH THE TOY DATASET. classifier • customers responded positively (+) either because they were certain (does not matter, which envelope) or because the right color was sent to them; • customers responded negatively (-) either being certain about their negative attitude (independently of the envelope) or because of the wrong color. Thus to all positive customers (+) we assign the labels according to the original color of envelopes, which were sent to them. To the negative customers (-) we assign the opposite colors as it was sent, hoping that another color might have changed their decision.
Using the training set (X,ā), constructed as described, we learn a classifier H context : X →ā. The classifier H context outputs which color to use. The final decision whether to send an offer or not is made using the predictor L : (X, a) → y. The approach is summarized in Figure 4 .
The approach is limited to binary actionable attributes, but not limited to binary outcomes. It is noteworthy, that by modifying the training set we introduce a sample selection bias in the training process.
Contextual approach has an advantage over the other two. If a learning problem is formulated in this way, the testing labels are in fact available. We again use the toy marketing example for illustration. In Table IV we present simulation results. Here the desired outcome is P (Y |F ) < P(B|F ) and P (Y |M ) > P(B|M ), the methods that satisfy it are marked in bold. All the methods except kNN do well.
D. Focusing on sensitive cases
Up to now we discussed the approaches assuming that the contribution of an actionable attribute to the label is uniform for all instances. In fact, this is a simplified scenario. For more complex data the impact of an action can be different Table IV  CONTEXTUAL APPROACH RESULTS WITH THE TOY DATASET. classifier for every instance. Possible outcomes of changing action are illustrated in Figure 5 .
To explore this issue, we expand our toy dataset with a continuous (not actionable) attribute. It can be assumed to represent personal income. The data is shown in Table V .
We train a quadratic discriminant classifier using the wrapper approach. The effects within different groups are plotted in Figure 6 . Recall from Section II that the probability of positive response was maximized (0.6) when sending only to females only in blue envelopes. Here sending any envelopes for a female with income over 0.25 a marketer could expect the response probability close to one P (+|F, x 2 > 0.25) ≈ 1. Sending yellow envelopes for males with income around 0.75 also gives higher than 0.6 probability of response P (+|M, x 2 > 0.75) > 0.6.
Overall, blue envelopes are still globally better for female, while yellow are better for male as before. However, only in the grey areas the label changes as a result of change in the envelope color. This toy example illustrates a simplified situation. In real data the room for focused learning is to specialize in these cases where the outcome (label) actually changes as a result of different action. That is, to concentrate learning in the grey areas in the figure. Table VI presents a summary of the three approaches.
IV. RELATED WORK First we overview actionable knowledge discovery and discovering cause and effect relationship in the data. These are the research domains our work falls into. Then we discuss the techniques related to focused supervised learning, which remotely relates to the specific contribution of our paper. We focus the learning to the boundary instances, for which changing the action has high impact to the label. The related techniques come from different domains, rather than action rule mining. We are not aware of works directly related to the set up we explore in this paper.
A reader is refereed to a survey on mining actionable knowledge [1] , which discusses data mining in a light of follow up decision making (actions). The role of domain experts is emphasized in producing action rules from data mining results. The implications of data mining to the actions have been under discussion for more than a decade [2] ; however, they focus on different aspects of knowledge discovery process. There actions are not in the data mining rules themselves, follow up actions as a result of discovering an interesting rule are considered. We concentrate on the approaches, which mine action rules directly.
Discovering action rules either require prior extraction of classification rules or are built directly. In our study the Wrapper approach is an example of the first type, while Twist and Contextual are of the second type.
Three mainstream paradigms for discovering action rules can be distinguished in relation to desired outcome: association rules, rough sets and classification (decision trees).
Mining action rules without prior classification is often formulated as the association rule discovery problem [3] , [4] . The focus is how to form the interestingness measures to discover actionable knowledge: conditional lift (conditioned on the actionable attribute) [4] , support and confidence with alternative actions [3] . The latter work also uses cost constraints for action.
A series of works by Ras and colleagues [5] , [6] mine action rules using rough set techniques. In these works the action rules are the end goal for a decision making, the predictive analytics task is not explicitly associated.
In [7] actionable knowledge is extracted from decision trees, which is intuitively close to the Wrapper approach, formulated in our study. In [7] the tree is inspected from a perspective, what attributes should be changed in order to get to the leaf with higher probability of the desired outcome. Instead of assuming actionable and observable attributes, the authors introduce a cost matrix for changing the value of each attribute. Impossible actions are marked with infinite costs (like changing from an adult to a child).
One of the earliest works related to choosing actions [8] builds reasoning about actions from causality perspective.
From focused learning perspective there are remote relations to boosting [9] , classification with reject option [10] and evaluating classifier competence [11] . Boosting goes over a loop of training, each step putting more emphasis on learning the cases which were previously misclassified. Classification with reject option evaluates the regions of competence and is allowed not to output the decision if confidence is low.
V. EXPERIMENTS
The case study dataset comes from MastersPortal.eu. The webportal provides information about Master study programmes in Europe. It was launched in 2007. In March of 2010, MastersPortal.eu received nearly 1000000 monthly visits and contained over 15000 programmes. The revenue model for the MastersPortal.eu website is based on selling web-based advertising campaigns and providing sponsored search-results. Thus, it is vital to increase both the number of visitors and the number of pages viewed by each visitor.
Throughout the existence of the portal, the bounce rate of visitors was in the range of 55-70%. However, visitors referred by Google had a much higher bounce-rate, about 90%. They were referred directly to one of the programmes, and if not interested in that particular programme would go back to Google rather than exploring the portal.
In response to this situation, it was decided to build a recommender system that would help visitors finding relevant information and thus also promote staying longer within the portal. The results of the master thesis [12] showed that with content-based or collaborative recommenders (but not a baseline recommender) it is possible to reduce the bouncerate for visitors referred by Google from 90% to 82%. We use the data from one of the latest live experiments for exploring the potential of learning with actionable attributes.
The dataset contains information of 39477 human visitors coming from Google. The visits were filtered out of 90650 visits recorded over two weeks live testing (March 17 -March 30, 2010). Each visitor was directed into one of the two experimentation groups using a round-robin assignment approach w.r.t. their country of origin. The experiment resulted in 48.3% of visits shown content based recommendations and 51.7% collaborative. The respective positive outcome rates (not bounced) were 17.6% and 18.3%. Content based recommendations performed slightly better, but the difference is not essential.
We use the following attributes for learning: (a) recommender type (collaborative or content based), (x 1 ) session count (returning visitor or not), (x 2 ) continent, (x 3 ) screen resolution, (x 4 ) browser, (x 5 ) referrer site, (x 6 ) country, (x 7...12 ) query related attributes, and (x 1 3) outcome (label). In total there are 14 attributes, from which the first one is actionable (recommender type), 12 are descriptive, and the last one is the outcome, whether the visitor bounced or not (not bounced is the desired outcome). The priors for the label are 17.9% (not bounced) and 82.1% (bounced).
The task is to learn how to choose the optimal action (recommender type), so that the probability of not bouncing is maximized for a given user. Note, that we do not use the information about the overlap in recommendations generated by content-based and collaborative approaches, while they might have provided the same recommendation in certain cases.
The goal of the experiments is to analyze how we can learn to choose the type of recommender (actionable attribute) in order to increase the expected rate of positive outcome. We aim to focus the learning of an action rule to the borderline cases, the ones which are the most sensitive to the optimal choice of the recommender.
A. Evaluation Issues
Offline evaluation is tricky, as the ground truth for the alternative action with a given training instance is not available. One of the key aspects of this study is to produce an action rule if the outcome of an alternative action is not known and not feasible to obtain.
Given an unseen instance (X, a, y), where X was defined as a set of observable attributes, a is the actionable attribute and y is the original label obtained in the real online experiment, an action rule H : X →â suggests an optimal action for that instance, to maximize the posterior probability of the desired outcome (y * ). Note, that the original y and a of the testing instance are not input to the model. Four situations are possible as a result: 1) y = y * (positive instance) and a =â (the suggested value of the actionable attribute is the same as the original one); 2) y = y * and a =â; 3) y = y * and a =â; 4) y = y * and a =â.
The first case can be counted as correct. The other three are challenging. In the second case we do not know if y = y * is possible at all for the given instance. If it is possible, then the model made a mistake. Otherwise, it is not a mistake.
In the third case we do not know if y = y * is possible with other value of the actionable attribute (¬a). If it is not possible, then this is a mistake, otherwise not. In the fourth case it is not clear if the suggested action have changed the outcome or not, but it is not a mistake anyway.
To overcome these challenges a live online testing would be needed, which is out of the scope of this study. Thus we concentrate on exploratory analysis of the experimental results to identify the effects of focused learning.
B. Experiments
Experimental evaluation on MastersPortal.eu data consists of two parts. In the first we explore where the boundary cases in the data are. In the second, we compare focused learning with learning using all data.
1) Where are the boundary cases?:
We investigate how the change of a recommender type affects the expected probability of not bouncing. We divide the data into training and test sets at random (equal halves). We construct two alternative test sets: one with collaborative recommender T est A = (Xa collaborative ) and another with content based recommender T est B = (Xa content ).
We train the decision rules using T rain and analyze the outputs produced on T est A and T est B datasets. We use a decision tree with continuous outputs as the base classifier. Note, that the test error on the test set with the original values of the actionable attribute is 24.4% and the area under ROC curve is 0.56, the prediction task itself is difficult.
In Figure 7 (a) we plot the posterior probabilities for T est A and T est B , sorted from the most negative to the most positive difference between the two (Δ). Let Δ = P (+|X, a collaborative ) − P (+|X, a content ) is the difference in posterior estimate, resulting from a change in the value of the actionable attribute. The black instances in the middle indicate Δ = 0, which means that a change in a makes no change in the posterior. The figure shows that the choice of action makes a difference to the prediction, while not necessarily being close to the decision boundary.
In Figure 7 (b) we plot only the instances for which the predicted class label changes as a result of changing the value of a. We also plot the average of the two posteriors. In total 2218 labels change from the total 19738 test instances as a result of changing a. These 11% represent the sensitive boundary cases to which we aim to focus the training.
From this analysis a conclusion follows. Sensitivity of the output to the actionable attribute is not the same as closeness to the decision boundary. The actionable attribute might give a large impact to the posterior even being far from the decision boundary and vice versus. We want to focus our action rules to the cases when the value actionable attribute makes high impact to the final outcome.
2) Learning focused on the boundary cases: The goal of the second experiment is to compare focused action rule learning with pooled learning using all the training data. We choose to compare the results grouped based on the continents from which visitors are coming.
We divide the data at random into three parts: pretraining, training and testing. For the test set we construct two alternative sets: one with collaborative recommender T est A = (Xa collaborative ) and another with content based recommender T est B = (Xa content ) as in the previous experiment. We use P reT rain set to build a filter to select the instances for focused learning. The filter identifies the instances which change the label as a result of change in action, the way it was within the grey areas in Figure 6 . We use regression tree as a filter here. In Figure 8 the difference between pooled and focused training is illustrated. In Figure 9 we analyze the effect of actions to the visitors within different continents. The focused approach suggests choosing collaborative recommender for Oceania and South America and content based recommender for the rest. In contrast, pooled approach suggests that content based recommender is always better on average (that we could already see from the label statistics without learning). Focused approach demonstrates specialization.
Similarly, we inspect the results of Twist approach (Figure 9 ) for pooled and focused training. Note, that here the plot shows the posterior of one action. If there was no difference across the continents, we would expect a flat line, parallel to the horisontal axis. Using Twist approach both pooled and focused training give similar results; they make a similar distinction between the continents. Thus, both demonstrate promising performance.
Finally, let us see what happens with the Contextual approach ( Figure 9 ). Here, in the focused approach, the continents differ, while in the full approach the line is almost flat, thus we gain no information about the choice of action. Clearly in this case focused training gives much more specialized results, that is what we aim for.
The experiment demonstrates the potential of the formulated set up and approaches. This comparative experiment shows that focused learning leads to identifying desired actions in a more distinct way, especially with Wrapper and Contextual approaches. 
VI. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
This study opens a potential for direct extensions and follow up studies for learning with actionable attributes, which we discuss in this final section.
First, in this work we assumed that there is only one actionable attribute and that it is categorial. Actionable attributes can also be ordered or real valued (e.g. a discount for the next purchase). In these cases a simple enumeration of actions and wrapper like approaches are not appropriate.
Existence of more than one actionable attribute brings more interesting challenges and opportunities. For example, the problem of recommender system itself can be formulated as learning with actionable attributes. Every user is described with a set of observed features (e.g. demographics and already rated items) and actionable attributes, i.e. items that can be recommended for this user. The task can be formulated as selecting the most promising actions such that the user would be interested or would like at least one of the recommendations.
Second, in this work we assumed that the costs associated with each value of the actionable attribute are the same or are zero. In some applications costs can be different for each action. One straightforward approach to account for costs is to integrate them into the definition of the boundary cases. In general, if we deal with more than one actionable attribute, an optimization problem can be formulated: given a budget, decide on optimal strategy (including multiple actions) leading to the highest profit. Another interesting addition is related to the fact that costs of an action is not necessary the same for all the instances (e.g. the price of sending an envelope to remote areas).
Besides costs, additional constrains can be introduced. Some actions might be impossible or not allowed to perform together, while others can be complementary. Impossible or not allowed actions or combination of actions can be simply marked with infinite costs, e.g. giving simultaneously two different medications, which cannot be used together.
Third, in this work we assumed that there is no direct relation between the action and the target (e.g. the color of an envelope does not increase the value or reduces the price of the product). However, if we consider a mortgage application or placing a product 'on sale' in a supermarket the action contributes to the outcome directly. This assumption potentially can be incorporated in the learning process.
Cost-sensitive supervised learning, in which obtaining the value of each attribute for an instance is associated with a particular cost (e.g. the cost of a medical test), may be also seen as close setup. Indeed, a doctor may decide which test to perform to better diagnose a patient. However, the type of a diagnostic test is not expected to cure a patient (i.e. change the label from positive to negative). But the type of treatment might affect negatively. Thus, there are two interesting variations possible with our problem formulation. In the above settings the doctor is willing to make an accurate diagnosis, not (yet) to give the best treatment to save patient's life. And the doctor is not affecting the result of the test, i.e. the doctor decides, which attribute information is important to know. All these variations lead to the formulation of interesting optimization problems, subject to our further research.
VII. CONCLUSION
The paper defines a set up of focused supervised learning with actionable attributes and further research directions. The problem we formulated is not completely new. It has been studied from different perspectives in different areas of data mining. However, the viewpoint presented in this paper is new. We emphasize 1) supervised learning setup, motivated by predictive analytics domain, 2) maximizing the probability of the desired class rather than learning to separate two classes, and 3) focused learning, motivated by the notion that different instances are sensitive to the value of the sensitive attribute in different ways.
We demonstrated with artificial and real data that an accurate choice of action is essential for those instances, which are on a borderline, and that this borderline is not limited to the decision boundary between positive and negative instances, i.e. it is not sufficient to reduce this supervised learning problem to predicting with a reject option.
We further explored the potential of the focused learning approach with the real-world dataset. Two recommender types, having almost equally good performance globally can be used yet more efficiently in a focused approach, where the learnt model is tailored to the most sensitive cases.
We identified several immediate future research steps. First, we plan to generalize supervised leaning with actionable attributes to continuous attributes, and, second, make the learning process cost-sensitive allowing to utilize this setup also in other scenarios. For example, a marketer can get help in deciding at individual customer level whether to give a discount or send an offer without it.
